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Showing you how to make your programming more powerful by sharing code with other users, this book will help you to understand the IDE and the project system and how you can adopt it to meet your specific needs.

Use new features in Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 to make your programming more powerful by sharing code with other users. Coverage includes: 

	Community Content - The Community Content Installer lets you take code created by another user and places it on your computer so that you can start using it right away. 
	Installing Content - Install content from another user easily through a wizard. 
	Creating Downloadable Content - Create your own content to share using wizards, templates, and starter kits. 
	Implementing Your Own Downloadable Types - The Content Installer is extensible, allowing you to create your own content-type installers. 
	Creating VSTemplates - Quickly create a new project or project item to import into a solution or project by putting together an XML file that describes the files that make up your project or project item. When the user runs your template through the New Project or Add New Item dialog boxes, Visual Studio will start the template wizard, which then reads and processes the XML file, creating the project or project item for you. 
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Inside Dreamweaver MXNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Whether you are new to Dreamweaver or a seasoned professional,  Inside Dreamweaver MX will help you use the new  and powerful Dreamweaver MX to its fullest extent. Not just another rehash of  the documentation, this completely revised and comprehensive book broadens your  understanding through...
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Principles of Biomechanics (Mechanical Engineering)CRC Press, 2008
Research and study in biomechanics has grown dramatically in recent years, to the extent that students, researchers, and practitioners in biomechanics now outnumber those working in the underlying discipline of mechanics itself. Filling a void in the current literature on this specialized niche, Principles of Biomechanics provides...
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ASP.NET MVC in ActionManning Publications, 2009
The final version of ASP.NET MVC 1.0 was released March 2009 during the Mix 09 conference and nobody was caught by surprise with what was inside—and this is a good thing. Before the debut of the final version, the product team had released multiple public previews with full source code in an effort to raise the bar on openness and community...
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How Do I Save My Honor?: War, Moral Integrity, and Principled ResignationRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2009
"A fascinating and urgently needed exploration of moral responsibility in wartime, focusing on the complex realities and demands since 9/11. This engagingly written and well-researched study challenges each of us to honor our better selves." --Richard Falk, University of California, Santa Barbara

"Felice has written the...
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Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality: The Power of AR and VR for Business (Progress in IS)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents a collection of the latest research in the area of immersive technologies, presented at the International Augmented and Virtual Reality Conference 2018 in Manchester, UK, and showcases how augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) are transforming the business landscape. Innovations in this field are seen as...
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EJB 3.1 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Enterprise Java Beans enable rapid and simplified development of secure and portable applications based on Java technology. Creating and using EJBs can be challenging and rewarding. Among the challenges are learning the EJB technology itself, learning how to use the development environment you have chosen for EJB development, and the testing...
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